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Issue 622

Library Renovation Scheduled For September Completion
iby Steve Ward
news editor
Things are changing outside and
. inside the Thomas Jefferson Library. As the new addition to the library moves closer to completion,
Iwork has begun on the inside of the
building; a project that should take
until September to complete.
Even though the main demolition
work and noise has already taken
[place, MushiraHaddad, coordinator
ifor the library construction, said
lthat there will still be noise to conitend with. But the operation of the library should not be drastically
affected ..
"The only people (the noise)
should really bother are those who
try to sleep in the library ," Haddad
said. "They probably won't be able

I

to do that anymore."
During the semester break,
workers began installing a circular
staircase between the third, fourth
and fifth levels of the library. The
new staircase will replace the current stairwell which runs between
the third and fourth levels.
If all of the work goes according to
plan, the circular staircase will be
completed in April. At that time the
existing stairwell will be temporarily walled off, torn down and
the ceiling filled in. All of the shelving that was lost due to the circular
staircase will be regained when the
ceiling is filled in.
Also, a stairwell which will lead to
the library's new addition is being
constructed behind the circulation
desk.
Many changes will be made to the

layout of the library. Beginning in
May, all of the 85,000 volumes of
bound journals will be moved to
level one of the new addition. The
technical
and
microservices,
unbound journals, newspapers and
magazines will be moved to level
two of the new addition. All of the
general collection will then be

moved from level two to levels four
and five.
May will also see drastic changes
in the library 's main level. In order
to keep as much of the library 's
resources as available as possible,
work will be done in phases. Certain
areas of the floor will be temporarily walled off, its material

Students To Choose Chairs
It looks as if the interior
Idecorator
were drunk . In front of

the circulation desk at· Thomas
Jefferson Library are sets assorted funiture. Some of it is big,
some of it small and none of it
matches. The only things these
pieces of furniture have in common are that they are new and

Ihave numbers posted on them.
These odd pieces of furniture
are under consideration as new
library fixtures. And students get
to help decide just what styles
the library should buy.
"What is happening ," Mushira
See FURNITURE, page 2

moved to a new iocation, the area
remodeled and new materials
brought in. The same process will
then take place in another area of
the same floor.
When the main levelis finished it
will contain the interlibrary loan
office, administration office, circulation department, handicap
room services and an instructional
room that will be able to hold 65
students. Also , part of the government document reference collection will be moved to the main
level.
A sprinkler system is also slated
to be added to the library. Consequently , certain areas of the general
collection will be closed off while
the water pipes are added. This, too,
will be done in phases. If someone
needs a book from a section that is

Iclosed off, they can go to the circulation desk and have the book paged by
a circulation assistant, Haddad
said.
"We hope to have signs to tell our
patrons what sections of the shelving are closed and for how long, "
Haddad said. "If anyone has any
comment about the renovations,
Ithey are welcome to talk to me."
Plans are also being made to vastly reduce noise at critical times in
the semester.
"There will be no work done to the
library during finals ," Haddad
said .
Work is also being done to make
the library more handicap accessible. Designs are being worked on
for a new main entrance and a public
elevator is being added next to the
current staff elevator.

Graduation:

Alpha Kappa Psi:

Top Curator
Calls For
More Funds

Fraternity
Seeking
Charter

Iby Kevin Kleine
,managing editor

I

Board Of ' Curators President
IEdwin Turner made a plea for
increased funding for higher education at the winter commencement
saying that the key to the state's
'economic future is education.
"We (Missouri) already rank between third and sixth from last
nationally in funding for higher
education," Turner said. "We are
literally starving the one element of
our society that can dramatically
and directly improve the economic
welL- being of this state - our system of higher education."
The· board of curat or s r e.centty
'approved as five-year plan to
'increase the university's funds by
$147 million above the cost of inflation. The money will be used for
increasing
faculty
and
staff
salaries, improve libraries and
academic computing facilities and
make repairs on buildings.
"If this state is serious about
prospering
growing
and
economically, we need to first
address the basics. " Turner said.
"Education , like food and shelter, is
indeed a basic need and the solution
to so many of the state's problems.
We need to support and ensure our
future prosperity by beginning now
to adequately fund our system of
higher education," he said.

Scott Brandt
HONORS: Harvey Saligman (left), chairman and chief executive oHicer of INTER CO, and Jackie Joyner-Kersee, Olympic gold
medalist, each received a Doctor of Humane Letters degree during UM-St. Louis commencement exercises Jan. 8. Also pictured is
Mark Burkholder, chairman of t~e University Senate.
Honorary degrees were awarded
ldedication and determination,
Executive Officer Harvey Saligman
education.
,to Olympic gold medalist Jackie
Joyner-Kersee emphasized what
for their achievements in the comSee DEGREES, page 2
,'Joyner-Kersee and INTERCO Chief
she calls the three d's , desire,
munity
and
commitment
to

l
I
Professor Awar ded $268,000 Math Grant

by Cathy Dey
associate news editor
Deborah Tepper Haimo's dream
is a world where people get excited
about math. To help her accomplish
this goal, she has received a threeyear, $268,000 grant from the
National Science Foundation to conduct a program for teachers on the
applications of mathematics .
Haimo believes that in order to
interest students in mathematics ,
teachers should demonstrate its
practical applications. "Kids don't
get excited when (math) is taught as
an abstract subject ," Haimo said.

But before she can reach the
students , Haimo must help change
the attitudes and methods of their
'teachers. Her teacher enhancement
program is designed to select
outstanding teachers that act as
"missionaries" in mathematics
after participating in the program.
The program began in the spring
of 1988. Each teacher had to make a
commitment to stay in the program
for 10 months and to obtain support
from his school district to participate. "The use of mathematics is
the main thrust ," Haimo said. "The
objective is to get both teacher and

I

lstudent motivated, aware and interested
in
applications
of
mathematics while keeping the
power of mathematics at the
forefront. "
Haimo expressed great concern
over the current lack of math
knowledge in this country and the
fact that many people who teach
math, especially in elementary
schools, are not interested in it
themse!ves. "Often, in elementary
schools, teachers are not trained in
mathematiCS," Haimo said. "They
don't like it, they're scared of it and they transmit that to the
students. We need teachers who

know it, like it. really appreciate
what it is and can get even the most
uninterested students excited about
it. "
According to Haimo, students in
general do not realize how important mathematics is in all disciplines and particularly in the
fields of science, medicine and
social science.
" People have an idea that all
mathematics is is computations ,"
Haimo said . "That's not it at all. We
want them to teach mathematics as
an alive, interesting subject, where
the answers aren 't always there
for them."

Drug Abuse Policy Adopted By Un iversity
by John Kilgore
reporter
The University of Missouri systein now has a drug abuse policy for
faculty and staff. The policy, adopted Monday, came into existence
because of the Drug Free Workplace
Act which was passed by Congress
last October.
According to school officials,
drug abuse by employees has not
Ibeen a problem on the UM-St.

INSI'DE
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Louis campus.
"I don't know of any problems
here ," said Deputy to the Chancellor
M. Thomas Jones. "The University
is putting the policy in place in keeping with the federal regulations."
The policy provides that the
University offer employees education and information about the
dangers of drug abuse in the
workplace. In addition, the policy
also provides for possible discharge
or other discipline for employees

found violating the standards of
the policy .
Specific penalties and the education program are not yet in place,
but according to Director of Human
Resources Bonnie L. Sims, the
POliC Y should be fUnctional within
60 days.
"If you get federal money, you
have to have that written policy,"
Sims said. "Now, we have to inform
our employees in the area of the
recognition of drug abuse."

I

GOOODMORNING
UMSL!
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Adrian
Cronauer
'addresses thbughts on
Vietnam and his radio
days. .

See page 4

Sims said that training sessions to
help
enable
supervisors
to
recognize drug abuse by their
employees will be held sometime
in March.
The drug abuse policy doesn't
include a provision for drug
testing.
"The law does not require it,"
Jones said.
In addition to the education proSee DRUGS, page 2

'TWEET! TWEET!
:Fredbird gets acquain, ted with some of the fans
at the Rivermen's basketball game.
See page 7

Nicholas Reding

Alpha Kappa Psi, the oldest and
largest national professional business fraternity, will hopefully gain a
chapter at UM-St. Louis soon.
Efforts to form a chapter began in
July 1988 by a fraternity member
who transferred here from UMColumbia, and the UM-St. Louis
colony has received strong support
on national and local levels . The
colony's present membership of
three actives and fifteen pledges is
not far from their goal of 30
members-the number needed to
form a chapter.
Alpha Kappa Psi Colony member
Brian Lichtenegger said that the
minimum grade point average
required for business majors to join
the fraternity is presently 2.0, but
that they hope to raise standards
once the chapter has been
established at UM-St. Lou is.
The St. Louis Metro Alumni Chapter has been involving the UM-St.
Louis Colony in their activities ,
including a banquet , Cardinals
game and alumni/student football
gam e. Last semester's-professional
program included speaker Bob
Hardcastle, president of Delta
Investment and host of a nationally
syndicated financial talk show , and
a tour of the St. Louis Federal
Reserve.
See FRATERNITY, page 2

Ray Morris

Two Picked To Council
Two prominent st. Louis
businessmen were recently
appointed to the Chancellor'S
Council. The two new members
are Ray Morris, chairman and
chief executive officer of Pet
Incorporated and vice president
of Pet's parent company - Whitman Corporation, and Nicholas
L. Reding, executive vice president of Monsanto Company and
president of Monsanto Agriculture Company.

The Chancellor's Council is a
group of area business and civic
leaders that advises Chancellor
Marguerite R. Barnett about
various community concerns .
Morris joined Pet Incorporated in 1946 and has served in
numerous positions at the company throughout the last 42 years
on his way to chairman and CEO.
Morris is also a member of the
See COUNCIL, page 2

'CAMPUS REMINDER
The last day to return
books to the campus
bookstore is Jan. 27.
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Student, Husband Die In Crash

Fv~nt!ii

THURSDAY, J ANUARY 19

SUNDAY, JANUARV 22

~ The Career Planning and Placement Office is offering an
orIentatIQn program for seniors interested in pos-itions in business, govl;!rnment and social services . Students should attend the
program in 335 Woods Hall on one of ten days: January 19-20 at
12:15-1:00 p.m . or January 23~27 at 11:00-11:45 a.m. Services provided to registrants include listings of immediate job vacancies,
opportunities to interview with c a mpus recruiters a_nd helpful
suggestions for successfuljob·hunting. Sign up for sessions at the
career planning office,
.

e Alpha X i Delta would like to invite any girl interested in joining
a soror,ity to attend our informal rush party in room 72, .J .C. Penney, at 4 p.m. For more i nformation .can ·Sharon at 831-8489 or
Stephanie at 895-:1736.

FRIDAY, JANUARY 2 0 '
e'l'he Newman House Catholic Student Center will present
mass at 12:00 p.m . in 266 Univ e rsity Center. All students , faculty
and staff are invited for communion service, scri pture and
prayer. Mass will also be held next Wednesday, January 25 at
12:00 p.m. and Thursday, J a nu ary 26 at 12:30 p.m. A complimentary lunch follows.

MONDAY, JANUARY 23

.j

e Horizons and the Evening College Cou.ncil will be moving the
KoffeeKlatch tothe Horizon Office, 427 SSB, for Jan. 23 and Tuesday 24. This will give the evening students a chance to have refreshments while at the same time an opportunity to see the
Career Resource Center.
Free career test will be given to the first 10 students each
night.

TUESDAY
- RY 2. 4
...
, JAN""
UA

DEGREES

• Larry Schlereth, vice-chanc ellor for Adm inistrative ServiCes,
will have open office hours 1 p.m. to 3 p.m .

.~~~

We Hear No Evil, See No Evil,
Speak No Evil. ..

DRUGS
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We need writers,

and bUSiness staff.

PAID POSiTIONS AVAILABLE
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Reding joi ned Monsanto in
,1956 and has spent most of his career in the company's agriculture business, He has served in a
variety of management positions
in SL Louis , New York and
Brussels. He was elected an
fl, officer of Monsanto in 1976, a
Xi gro up vi ce president in 1978 and
II executive vic e pres idpnt in 1981.

mathematics and the sciences.
Ruth became quite active in campus life shortly after enrolling. She
was elected in the fall to the position
of treasurer of the Student Missouri
State Teachers' Association and as
secretary in the Education Honor
Society, Kappa Delta Pi .
According to Paul Travers , sponsor of Kappa Delta Pi,. Hook was a
leader.
Her
enthusiasm,
intelligence and constructive suggestions helped members of both
organizations to plan active programs and projects.
Efforts are underway to establish
a campus scholarship in her name
for deserving education students in
regard to finan cial need .

from page 1

before the graduation ceremony.
"The honor that has been bestowed upon me shows the ·self·
discipline that I have accomplished
off the field and is now being seen
across the country;" she said.
"They 're not just talking about J ackie Joyner -Kersee the athletethey're talking about Jackie
Joyner-Kers ee the person. I think
that's more important. "
Joyner-Kersee sees the honor as
no ordinary one, The paperwork and
thought that went into it make her
feel grateful, she said ,
"It's basically about being successful and dealing with that," she
said. "I didn't do it alone; I did it with
the help of others."
"Being in the position I'm in is the
best way to get that message
across ," Joyner·Kersee said. "When
we get to the top of the pedestal, so
many fl)rg-pt whprp thp v ("Hnp

FURNITURE

l

Haddad, coordinator for the li·
brary construction, said, "is that
each vendor is sending us a sample of the furniture we are considering, Each staff member
here at the library will have a
chance to decide which pieces
work best and which we should

board of directors at Boatmen's
National Bank of St. Louis, the
Regional Commerce and Growth
Association, the Arts and Educa·
tion Council of Greater St. Louis
and Junior Achievement.

Paul. Kevin or Steve at 553-51 74 for more information

1

gram and the stipulations for personnel actions that may result from
violation s, the policy also provides
that the University offer confidential referrals to rehabiltation programs for employees found to have
a drug problem.
An original draft of the policy
included a statement which read:
"University employees are also
expected to refrain from such
unlawful conduct during non-work
time , away from the workplace ,"
The statement was removeii from
the fmal , accepted draft at the Chan-

from page 1

Call:
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from page 1

~~ COU"NCIL

Just Report It.

Ruth E . Hook, a senior majoring
in Elementary Education, and her
hustand, an engineer at the McDonnell Douglas Corporation, were both
killed in an automobile accident
Dec. 23 while traveling to visit their
relatives in Pennsylvania.
Ruth attended Carnegie-Mellon
University and the University of
Maryland before she and her husband moved to Los Angeles to work
for Northrop Aircraft - she as a
computer programmer and he as an
engineer. They came to St. Louis in
1988 when he was placed on assignment by Northrop at McDonnell
Douglas.
Ruth enrolled at UM-St, Louis as a
senior in Elementary Education
with
special
interest
in

from. "
The gold medalist does more than
give lip service to her three d's for
the television cameras and reporters; she gets into helping the kids in
the St , Louis area excel in sports and
life, She and her husband-coach,
Bobby Kersee , took 115 children
from East St . Louis schools and the
St. Louis Girls Club to New York
City to see the Macy's Thanksgiving
Day Parade just so they could have
the experience,
She said she believes in creating a
tangible role model for St, Louis
area kids .
"When I was growing up, all of my
role models were distant, like
Wilma Rudolf (an Olympic standout
in the early 1960s)," Joyner·Kersee
. said. " Iwant them (today's children)
to be able to come up and touch me,"
she said ,
from page 1
Ibuy.
At the circulation desk is a list
that identifies each piece by its
number and what its use would
be, Students can " test drive"
each piece and fill out a form at
the circulation desk as to which
ones they like and Why,

.FRATERNITY

I

Alpha Kappa Psi was founded in
1904 at New York University. The
objects of the fraternity are to
further the individual welfare of its
members ; to foster scientific
research in the fields of commerce,

from page 1

accounts and finance; to educate the
public to appreciate and demand
higher ideals therein.
Membership is open to both men
and women working full or parttime toward a degree in business .
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Grey Eagle Distributors

WISHES YOU THE BEST IN
1989
FO R THE BEST IN REFRESHMENTS
Call Our Campus Representative
at UM-St. Louis
Students, your assignment today is
to learn how to use the Smith Corona
XL 2500 typewriter.
Ooops, don't get too settled in your
seats. The XL 2500 isn't a very difficult
study.
In fact, unlike most electronic typewriters, it's a downright snap to pick up.
The Spell-RighC 50,000 word electronic dictionary adds new meaning to
the word "simple'.'
WordEraseroerases entire words at
a single touch .
.
WordFind~ finds your mistakes before
anyone else can.
The XL 2500 even makes correcting
mistakes as easy as making them.
With the Smith Corona Correcting
Cassette, you simply. pop
in your correction tape.
There are no spools
to unwind .. . no COIDplicated threading
... no tangles.

Of course, we've also added lots
of other fine features to the XL 2500.
There's full line correction, Auto
Half-Space, Auto Center, even our Right
Ribbon System~ which automatically
prevents you from using the wrong
combination of ribbon and correcting
cassette.
Oh, one more feature we forgot to
mention - the price. You'll be happy to
hear that the XL 2500 is surprisingly

affordable

TIM J UDD
544-3 247

1(
r

So you see, the XL 2500
wo~'t just make your writing . "
easIer.
.
It'll also help you with
.
your economics.
.

'~
.'

'

·SMITI-I

CORON ~

O ur Best
to You.
Sr. Louis Coun ty Distributor of the World',
Grea test Fa m ily o f Beers

GREY EAGLE DISTRIBUTORS,

INCY

/:i .O IoIIl l LPdll: OR , ~ E ' Sl lOWS MISSO~IU UOU

For more informat..ion on this product. write to Sm lth.Corona Corporation. 65 Locust. Avenue, New Canaan. CT 06840 or
Smith Corona (Canada Ltd, ), 4-40 Tapscott Road, Scarborough, Ontano, Canada MlB lY4.

">'-.l',,-).

Grey Eagle and Anheuser Busch
Are Proud,to be Strong Suppoters of
U ~ ·St. Louis and it's Student Activities
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Newsbriefs
Individuals interested in
writing children's literature for
the home, classroom or
specialized markets can sharpen their writing skills in a
course offered by UM-St. Louis
Continuing EducationExtension.
Introduction to Writing
Children's Literatur.e will be
held from 6:30 to 9 p.m. on
Wednesdays, Jan. 25 to March
22 at'the Jewish Community
Center Association, 2 Millstone
Campus Drive.
The course is designed for
beginning and experienced
writiers, with an emphasis on
individual manuscripts. Participants will learn the seven
types of children's products
and the formats and guidelines
for writing each. Examples of
specific reading and interest
levels in both fiction and non-

fiction will be discussed. Discussion will also focus on the
writing of stories, articles,
poetry, fiction and nonfiction
books , and nonbook materials
such as scripts for radio,
television and stage.
Fee for the course is $75.
For more information call 5535961.

DOD
Newly appointed and
experienced personnel
managers who seek to improve
their administrative skills are
invited to enrell in a program
offered by UM-St. Louis Continuing Education-Extension
and the School of Business
Administration.
Personnel Administration
Certificate Program will meet
on various evenings from 6:30

to 9 p.m., Jan. 25 to May 1 on
the UM-St. Louis campus .
Participants will learn to enhance employee career growth
and development, motivate'
employees to greater levels of
productivity, avoid timeconsuming and costly lawsuits,
reduce costs through effective
selection and placement of
employees, decrease employee
absenteeism and turnover, and
respond effectively and
efficiently to current
affirmative-action-related
legal issues.
Upon completion of the
course, partipants will be
awarded the Chancellor'S Certificate in Personnel. In addition, the Personnel
Accreditation Institute (PAl)
will award 2.5 reaccreditation
units to accredited personnel
professionals who complete
the course.
The fee for the course is
$720. For more information
call 553-5961.

DOD
Being prepared to meet the
challenges and everyday prob-'
lerns facing supervisors can
mean the difference between
success and failure. A program

designed to help supervisors
strengthen their management
skills is offered by the UM-St.
Loui~ Continuing EducationExtension and the School of
Business Administration.
The Supervisory Certificate
Training Program is held on
the UM-St. Louis campus .
Classes meet one to two times
per week from Jan 26 through
April 27. The entire program is
offered twice each year, in the
spring and fall. In the event of
a scheduling conflict,
individuals may attend missed
classes when the program is
repeated, withing one year
from the original starting date.
Training is geared toward
newly appointed supervisors as
well as experienced managers.
Topics include Communication
with Confidence, Practical
Motivation Techniques, Performance Appraisal , Time
Management, Leadership
Skills, Managing Conflicts ,
Working with Groups, Interviewing, the Law and Business
and Dealing with Computers.
Participants who successfully complete a minimum
of 48 of the 54 hours of training
within one year will be awarded the Chancellor's Certificate in Supervision. .
.

,---------------------------------------------SKYDIVE ST.LOUIS
LEARN
TO

PARACHUTE
call Skydive St. Louis
(314) 488-5969 week ends
(314) 442-4432 d u ri ng week
$25.00 off 1 st jump with this ad

~---------------------------------------------~

Sell' }ork Cit)'

$99 TOll ndl1:ip

Seattle

$99 roundtrip

Pboellix
$99 roundtrip

I

Fees for the program are
varied . Group and early registration discounts are available.
For more information call 5535961

DOD
Business Tax Workshop : A
small business tax workshop
will be presented by UniverSity
of Missou ir Business Extension, 8 a.m . to 4:15 p.m. Feb .
22 , room 229 of the J.C. Penney
Building.
Internal Revenue Service
personnel will provide the
instruction. The fee is $35. For
more information call 8892911.

It will be black tie and SRO
for one night only at the UM-St.
Louis 25th Anniversary Ball.
The Chancellor'S Council is
hosting the gala evening of dinner and dancing on campus in
the Mark Twain Building on
Feb. 18 at 7 p.m. Business and
community leaders, faculty
and alumni will join the celebration to benefit the Chancellor's Council Scholarship
Fund.
A highlight of the gala event
will be a special performance
of the Best of Broadway by
Robert McFerrin, internationally acclaimed Metropolitan Opera Baritone. His
performance of favorite Broadwai show-stoppers will include
"Some Enchanted Evening"
and "The Impossible Dream."
Famous-Barr is providing
decorations. Tickets are $125
each. For more information
call 553-5490.

0 0 0

1

UM-St. Louis is now accepting nominations for the Monsanto Science Teaching Award ,
which was established to honor
high school science teachers
who have developed and guided
students in a special way.
The winner will receive a
$1,000 honorarium and a
recognition plaque, whcih will
be presented at the statewide
Junior Science, Engineering
and Humanities Symposium in
March.
PREG:"'.-\~T?

DemY!r

. Boston

Cbicago

$99 roundlrtp

$99 roundtrip

"If an untimely p"'gnancy presents a
personal crisis in )Qur life ..

LET US HELP YOUI"
FREE TEST -Can
detect pregnancy \0 days after it ~ins !

IMMEDIATE RESULTS
probsional counsding & ",,;,ranee

For' wuderdale
$99 rou tid/rip

San Prancisw
$99 roundtrip

lDS Angeles
,~99 ruundtrip

$99 roundtripairfares on Northwest Airlines.
Aspecial offer for students,
only for American Express Cardmembers.

DOD

DOD

ail

$99 rou ndtrip

Nominees for the award
should have at least five years
of science-teaching experience. The selection will be
based on the extent that
nominees have fostered scientific knowledge, interest,
philosophy and skills in their
students. The deadline for submitting nominations is Feb. 1.
For further information and
for nomination materials ,
write to the Monsanto Science
Teaching Award in care of the
Department of Biology , UM-St.
Louis, 8001 Natural Bridge
Road, St. Louis, MO 631214499.

AU services FREE and confidenrial.
St. Loui" ....... .... 962.5300
B.a.U",in:
..... 22 7·2266
B~:.
. .. H7-1l775
St. 0,.<1 .. , ..... . ... 7Z4·1200
fumpron South: 962-3653

The St. Louis chapter of the
Safari Club International Conservation Fund is seeking student and teacher applications
to attend the American Wilder·
ness Leadership School near
Jackson, Wyoming.
The six ten-day sessions
scheduled for 1989 are comprised of two for students age
15 to 18, held June 18-27 and
June 28-July 7, and four for
teachers , held July 8-17, July
24-Aug. 2, Aug. 3-12 and Aug
13-22. Teachers may also
receive two hours of graduate
credit from Indiana University's Department of Recreation and Park Administration.
The cost for individual participantsis supported by the
local St. Louis chapter of
Safari Club International.
Individuals, agencies or
organizations wishing to sponsor students or teachers
without going through the
chapter selection process for
sponsorship should contact
professors Charles Granger or
T. French Youngman by Feb.
20 in care of the biology
department.

000

1

The Journalism Foundation
of Metropolitan St. Louis will
have scholarship applications
available through area college
financial aid offices.
In 1988 the Journalism Foundation presented scholarships
and awards worth $20,000 to 18
college students in journalism
and related courses of study.
The program is open to
students who live in the st.
Louis metropo1itain area.
Students must be enrolled for
'the 1989 fall term in journalism, mass communications
or writing courses and be completing their sophomore, junior
or senior years or attending
graduate school.
The deadline for submitting
applications and supporting
material is March 1, 1989.
Additional information is
!available from the Journalism
Foundation's scholarship coordinator, Patrick Gauen, who
I can be reached at the St. Louis
Post-Dispatch , 900 North Tucker, St. Louis, MO 63101.

Discover Kinko's
We can be your support .staff!

[f you want to go places, it's time for the American
Express ' Card.
Because now you can take advantage of new travel
privileges on Northwest Airlines on~yfor fidi-time
students. wbo can)' the American Express Card
Travel pri\~ leges that offer:
.
.~
7i.t..'o $99 rourzdtripticke'$~fly to any of
NORTI-lWEST the more than 180 cities served by NorthAIRLINES
west in th~ contiguous 48 United States.
LOOK TO US
Only one ticket may be used per SLXmonth period.
Special Quarterf1' NortlJu£st Destination DisCfJunts
throughout 1989-up to 25% off the lowest available fare.
5,000 bonus miles in Northwest's WQRLDPERKS"
free travel program-where only 20,000 miles gets
vou a free roundtrip ticket to anywhere Northwest flies
in the contiguous 48 United States or Canada

And , of course, you 'll enjoy all the exceptional
benefits and personal service you would expect from
American Express.
The only requirements for privileged travel: you
must be a Cardmember, you must be a full -time student, and you must charge your Northwest Airlines
tickets with the Card*
Getting the Card is easier than ever because now
you can apply by phOIie.Just call1-800-942-AMEX.
We'll take your application and begin to process it
right away. What's more, with our Automatic
Approyal offers,
you can qualify now
while you're still in
school. .
Apply now Fly later
-for less.

Apply Now: 1-800-942-AMEX
'Same restrictions may apply. fur complete offer details. caJll-800-9i2-AMEX. Currem student Cardmembers automatically recei\t two S99 vouchers in the mail.
© 1989 American EXPrf5S Travel Related Services Company. Inc.
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Adrian Cronauer Talk s o f Life During Viet Nam
by Ben Rogers
reporter
In the years since Viet Nam , many
movies have been made about the
conflict, searching for MIAs and
even dealing with the emotional battles faced by so many veterans. It
has even become a good sub-plot to
almost any movie for the crazed
killer to be a distraught Viet Nam
veteran. "Good Morning Viet Nam"
is the first movie that takes us into
the Viet Nam conflict and tries to
make us laugh. It has its sociopolitical commentary, but it is still a
comedy.
The main charact er, played by
Robin Williams , is named Adrian
Cronauer , a military disc-jockey
who tries to liven up the morale of
service men in the de-militarized
zone in Viet Nam circa 1964. Adrian
Conauer is a real man. The movie is
based upon his life in Viet Nam.
On December 9,1988, Adrian Conauer visited UM-St. Louis.
His presentation shed a bright
light on how Hollywood attempts to
glamorize a story.

Most people would think that he
was crazy, but you must first realize
that this was before any military
personnel, besides advisors, were
involved in the conflict.

I
I

At the time, Viet Nam looked like
a nice place to finish out his enlistment. However, soon after he
arrived in Viet Nam, things began to
get nasty.
The movie originated from the
idea for a situation comedy which
would involve a radio station in
Viet Nam.
Cronauer's ideas ev olved at a
time when both M*A*S*H* and
WKRP in Cincinnati were at their
peaks of popularity.
After the script had been rejected
several times , he was approached
with the idea of making a movie
instead .

I

He just happens to have the
same name .
Most of the movie is a made up
Hollywood story.
Althougb there was no conflict
around the radio station where be
worked, Cronauer told us of the "little reminders" that they had of the
fighting .
Tbose little reminders were guns
that were always within reach in the
teletype room and th e control booth.
He never saw conflict, he never had
to fight , but he wa s well aware of it
around him .

During
the
presentation ,
Cronauer r e ad some excerpts from
a particular scene in the movie. He
read the very first draft of the script,
then the second draft, then he
showed us, from the movie, the
I final product .

Many of th e news items were censored , but not as it appeared in the
movie .
. In t he movi e, Robin Williams had
to receiv e permis sion from two
large, dumb looking twins, affectionately called Tweedle-Dee and
Tweedle-Dum ,
to
broadcast
certain information.
In re al life , there was a phone
which Cronauer used to verify with
th e " high er ups " that a story was
cleared for broadcas t ing.
Certain things were not allowed to
be br oadc ast at all.

They were comple tely different.
Robin Williams' comedy style is
one of spontaneity. He was given
free reign with the material and adIibbed many parts.
Williams ' ad-libbed portions
include the scene where his English
class is playing softball.
The entire section was ad-libb ed.
The old man who did not understand
how they could play softball with
melons instead of balls, really did
not understand. And when they told
the old woman to "run home ", she
did - all the way to her house.
Cronauer says that be has come to
the point that he doe sn' t watch the
movie thinking that it is a story
about himself, but mor e that it is a
story about a character na med
" Adrian Cronauer ".

Anything involving the military
or Vi et Nam in general was strictly
fo rbidden to be broadcast. Eventuall y even the weather broadcasts
we re dropped because the Vi et Cong
we re using the American forecasts
to plan their attacks.
They knew, for example , that proper air support could not be giv en on
a cloudy or rainy day.
Cronauer reminded us th at even
though he never saw combat, he , too,
was scarred. Tbough he could not
broadcast some information , he was
privy to it.
"Everyo ne came back with
scars," he sa id. " although s om e of
them were inflicted when they got
home. "
So , how much of the movie is
actually true"

Adrian Cronauer is a friendly man
who likes to tell a story , and he tells
it well.
His life in Viet Nam was not
near ly as glamorous as was presented in the movie. Mr. Cronauer is
quick to admit that "the movie is not
a biography."
The son of a stee l-worker,
Cronauer grew up in Pittsburgh.
When he received that fateful letter from the President asking him to
join the Army, he , as he puts it,
"pulled a Dan Quayle" and joined
the Air Force instead.
His first assignment was working
in a radio station in Greece. When
his tour was up and the military gave
him a choice of where to transfer to
finish out his time , he chose Viet
Nam .

~

" Very little," says Cronauer. "It 's
a story . Don't think of it as actual
fact , it's only based on a true
story. "
He made a point that he never
taught Vietnamese people to swear
and use street slang in the English
class that he taught.
The "Good Morning, Viet Nam"
bellow, with which he opened his
show each morning, originated in
Greece.
It be<:ame so popular that it was
used by several DJs after Cronauer
left Viet Nam.
Mr. Cronauer deliberately pointed out that he was not dishonorably
discharged from the Air Force .
He left only when he had fully
completed the four years that he
agreed to serve.
He also stated that there was no
conflict with his superior officers,
as was suggested in the movie, and
"certainly they never tried to have
me killed."
Since Viet Nam , Cronauer has
become very involved in communication. He has held several
positions at various radio and
television stations . However, he has
abandoned his pursuit of a career as
a television executive to study
law.
What part of law is his focus?
" Why, Communications Law, of
course," he said.
When the presentation was over,
Cronauer answered many questions
put to him by the audience .
One of particular interest came
up about Jane Fonda's actions during the war and how he felt about
them.
" Legally , she had every right to
make the statements she did . Our
I Constitution guarantees us the right
to free speech ."
He also said that be would
"defend to the death her right to
voice her own opinion ." But, he
points out, he personally feels that
she should have shown a little more

-- -- ~~

GOOOOO MORNING: Adrian Cronauer discusses life during his
radio OJ days in Vietnam.

I maturity in her actions and realized
that her opin'ion carries more
weight than that of a "normal person' s opinion" because of her promI, inent position.

"Good Morning, Chicago" , which
has to do with the life of the ch aracter Adrian Cronauer after he
returns from Viet Nam.
The real Adrian Cronauer continues to study law, living from the
royalties of the hit movie based on
his life , " Good Morning Viet
Nam."

As far as plans for a sequel, we
were told that Robin Williams has
. already signed to do a movie called

I

Mixed Reviews: Hershey And Grifith Shine In Holiday Releases
'by Eileen Pacino
movie reviewer
First of all - yes, there is something different about Barbara
Hershey 's lips in the new film,
·"Beaches. "
No , she was not hit by a beach ball
or slapped by her co-star, the Divine
Miss M.
I Hershey had her lips injected
Iwith collagen to enlarge them prior
to going before Martin Scorses'
'''The Last Temptation of Christ"
' cameras as Mary Magdalene .
The pouty look was appropriate
for the exotic Biblical whore; but
here as an admittedly gorgeous but
modest young woman, Hillary Whitney, it is uncomfortably distracting,
adding a swollen, "wounded "
Idimension to her dialogue.

I

I

Maybe it was done to grab some
attention away from tile larger than
life Midler who - as ambitious,
wise-cracking cabaret singer and
actress CC (short for Cecilia) Bloom
- fairly (or unfairly) hogs the
screen and vibrates the soundtrack
with her · Ethel Merman/ Shelley
Winters mix of flamboyant, bawdy,
shimmying sass.
And surprisingly, Hershey did
steal some thunder from her bodacious co-star. In those scenes where
the two women are together , I found
my eyes following Hershey. And not
'ust to see those LIPS.
Cutting through all of Bette's
blustering, bitchy, outrageousness
was this quiet pool of control that
measured each precious word of
dialogue for any depth it brought to
the overwrought script and honored
it with focused intensity.
As if cramming a 3D-year
relationship between the two
women of penpalling, roommating,
competing, marrying, divorcing,
fighting, making-up, parenting living and dying into one film were not
enough, project developer Midler
also wedged 65 musical numbers
into this epic comedy/ drama/
musi cal.

The numb ers ar e fine. even
beautiful: as in the emotional "Wind
Ben eath My Wings. " But they feel
awkward in context and look boobtubish in execution: mere flagrant
opportunities for Bette to stretch
her vocal chords and remind
viewers she did earn a name for hers elf 13 years ago as a chanteuse .
The plot's break-up and re uniting of the two friends - from
their first introductory mutu al
admiration adventure as ll-year
iolds at Atlantic City's boardwalk in
11957 until the last sunset on a
INorthern California beach in the
leighties - seems to be a calculation
Ion Mikler's part to ensure her lion's
:I share of solo scenes as the struggling lounge singer, cattle call hus,Itler to Great White Way Tony winner
and Hollywood Bowl crooner.
Supposedly the the prolonged
separations, ' romantic jealousies
and career imbalances that the girls
weather in narrative jolting fashion
are supposed to convirtce us how
devoted they are to one another.

by Paulette E. Amaro
features editor
It is wonderful to walk into a

But if you're still not convinced ,
let 's add a "Love Story " fatal illness
to the plot.
It's meant to be the crUCible that
tempers and humbles CC , but its the
last overwrought straw in a film that
means well (and will be a huge
crowd pleaser) but goes for a easy
laugh and gratuitous tear.
Midle.r can survive these lapses in
quality. But she needs better focus
for her talents: make a comedy, or a
drama, or a musical. But not one of
each in one film.
And she'd also better look over
her shoulder at the up-and coming
13-year old Mayim Bialik who plays
CC at 11.
A more charming scene stealer
(who looks just like Bette) there
hasn't been in some time.
She and Lainie Kazan as the suffering mother of an ambitious child
. star - Leona -could easily have
carried their own movie.
"Beaches" builds ambitious castles of entertainment sand that gets
leveled by a tide of high schmaltz.
Rated PG-13 for language.

\,

\
~IXED REVIEWS: Barbara Hershey (top) stars with Bette Middler
"Beaches." And Melanie Griffith, Harrison Ford, and Sigourney
Weaver (bottom) star in "Working Girl."
In

movie- theatre, absolutely sure you
are not going to like a film , and then
walk out liking it very much.
This is what happened to me with
one of the many films released over
the holidays.
"Working Girl," starring Sigourney Weaver, Harrison Ford and
Melanie Griffith, was a fantasy film
with a very realistic problem.
The film itself is by no means unique in its content. In fact, it's very
run-of -the- mill.
Naive girl in the big world of corporate finance makes good, proves
her abilities, and wins the man.
We all saw it in Secret Of My Success , only Cinderella turned out to
be Cinder-Michael J. Fox, and
instead of winning the guy, he won
the girl.
The movie has a lot of good
moments . Especially when Tess
discovers Trainer's true identity.
Not only is he the big cheese of the,
company, he also happens to be
Parker's main squeeze.
Griffith actually did walk away
with the film. Her transformation
from floozy secretary to sophis. ticated business woman was
astonishing.
One eerie moment in the film
occured when Griffith was just pr~~
paring to bring her idea to the big
guys.
Dressed in a soft-green business
suit, with her hair up , Griffith
turned to face the camera, and the
only person I could see was her
mother, Tippi Hedrin, in the
Hitchcock film the Birds.
There was something about Grif:
fith 's soft-spoken character that
made her quite appealing and
charming.
In the film 's heginning, Tess
McGill (Griffith), is working in a
secretary pool in a Wall Street
brokerage firm. Her boss , a complete lech, finds it extremely funny
to set her up with his oversexed
business associates .
When he does this one time too
many. Tess acknowledges her dis:
gust for her boss by typing a very

Igraphic message on the electronic ·
ticker tape display for all the office
to see.
Suffice it to say, Tess loses her
job.
Enter
Katharine
Parker
(Weaver).
Tess applies for a job at a firm
headed by, among others , Parker.
Immediately after hiring Tess,
Parker assures her tbat she will not
just be her secretary, but will be her
partner. That they will work
together and share everything.
Naively enough , Tess believes
her. Bad move.
Instead of taking a great idea
straight to the head of the firm, Tess
trusts the info to her powerful
boss.
Realizing what a good thing she
has, Parker literally takes the information and runs with it, totally
unbeknownst to Tess.
One thing leads to another:
Parker takes a skiing trip, breaks
her leg, and as Tess is apartment sitting for her boss, she comes to discover her boss' has double-crossed
her.
Now she is really mad.
Tess works her wiles to get heard
by the other big guys that work with
Trainer. One small problem.
Parker's leg is healing, she is
coming home early, and now Tess
has only a few short days to wrap
everything up.
Weaver and Harrison were
brilliant as the rich and powerfu I
business woman and the confident
CEO.
Alec Baldwin also put in a memorable portrayal as Griffith 's confused
if somewhat unfeeling boyfriend.
Still, my favorite was Joan
Cusack.
Her portrayal of Griffith's
Brooklynite girlfriend was right on
the mark.
Especially the scene in which
Griffith is trying to pass herself off
as the boss and Cusack is posing as
her secretary.
Sure, "Working Girl" has its
flaws, what film doesn't?
What the film did give, however,
was a wonderful cast, a fantasy
script, and a solid two hours of lighthearted fun.

I

Kansas, Nightranger Rockin' America ,With Stops In Missouri
by Babu Barat & Steve Bryant
asst. features. editor- and staff
writer
of
the
UM-Rolla
newspaper the Miner
With the return of school, there is
a buzz in the air of new classes, new
teachers, forgetting last semester's
triumphs and defeats , and the creating of this semester's resolutions .
But for music fans there is an
event of far greater importance.
This being Wednesday, Thursday ,
Fr iday and Saturday night's invasion of the state of Missouri by the
rork band Kan~;ls, and their very
special guests, Night Ranger.

The show's kickoff in Joplin on
IJanuary 18th and then on to Rolla on
the 19th, Sf. Louis on the 20th, and
finally Kansas on the 21st.
This is one event that shouldn't be
missed no matter where you happen
to be. Both bands are headliners in
their own right which should make
for an incredible double bill.
! Night Ranger is in support of their
Ififth and latest album, Man in
!Motion (MCA). Preceed by smash
ireleases Dawn Patrol, Midnight
Madness, Seven Wishes and Big
Lift, which have given us hits such
as "Don't Tell Me You Love Me,"
"Sister Christian," "Sentimental
Street" and "Secret Of My
Success."
!

Night Ranger is sure to put on a
show packed with hits. After the
recent departure of keyboard player
Alan "Fitz" Fitzgerald, Nigth
Ranger has refocused its musical
direction back toward the tougher,
harder edged guitar sound displayed on their first two releases.
' This was executed with the masterful talent of the band's twin
attack guitar .heroes Jeff Watson
and Brad Gillis.
Even though the first single, "I
Did It For Love" is a slower rock
balad, other songs like "Don't Start
Thinking (I'm Alone Tonight)," and
the title track are high powered rockers that revitalize Night Ranger's
classic hard rOck sound.

Drummer Kelly Keagy and bass
player Jack Blades switch off on the
lead vocal duties throughout the
album as they have done on their
previous releases which makes for
an excellent mix of voice and
emotion.
But live is where this band really
ets its chops in.
Blades' vigorous stage antics
along with the ever-present thunder
of Keagy's drums, and the wonerous precision of guitar duo Watson and Gillis, give this band an
incredible live sound and immaculate stage presence which keeps the
crowd on its feet.
This will surely be a show you
won't forget.

And., who better to follow up than
one of "the" bands of the
seventies, Kansas.

I

Although the band has gone
through various lineup changes in
its vast history it seems that they
have found a definite combination
that works with Steve .Walsh on
vocals, Phil. Ehart on .drums, Billy
Greer on bass and Steve M{)rse and
Richard Williams on guitar.
Formed over a decade ago, Kansas is now in support of their 14th
album, rightfully named, "In The
Spirit Of Things" (MCA). that adds
to their timeless legacy of great
music,

Produced by master producer
Bob Ezrine (Pink Floyd, Peter Gabriel, Kiss) the album takes on the
feeling of many of their earlier
releases.
Ezrin works his magic, which he
is famous for, that brings out the
best Kansas has had to offer in a few
years. His musical and production
knowledge was obviously of enormous benefit to the band .
"In The Spirit Of Things " is an
album with a theme. Although far
from a concept.album, the record is
loosely based around the present
Iday ghost town Noosho Falls in the

See KANSAS, page 5
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And Yet Another ResolutionFalls By T he Waysid e

by Paulette E. Amaro
features editor
Let me' tell you, there is nothing
more discouraging than facil).g an
empty page, or in ths case, an
empty screen.
You see, now the pressure is
really on. I can no longer hide
behind the protection of "associate
features editor." Now I am the
actual "features editor." I'm responsible for this section. II anything goes wrong it's on my
shoulders.
. I've been thinking about this over
this very short Christmas vacation.
This, among other things. But, I
figure, if I mess up, I'll just try to get
! it right the next time .

So, anyhow, I would first like to
welcome everyone back, and to say I
hope you all had a good vacation.
Mine was fair. Iworked more than
anything, so I don't really remem·
ber a whole lot that went on.
You see, over vacation 'I started
an internship at St. Louis' news
station.
I want to tell you, I was extremely
nervous when I found out I wou'l d be
responsible for not one, not two, but
three news segments. I mean,
that's pressure.
So, New Years Eve, I like
everyone else, made a New Year's
resolution.
.
I resolved to l)try to be more
mature and responsible (there's
that word again,) and 2)avoid saying
or asking anything incredibly
stupid.
Well, the first resolution I have
had no problem keeping. It's that
second one that's thrown me off
course.
Yes, I ,like 65% off the women in
the United States, broke my resolution within the first week of
making it.
I think I may have made a record
though, because I broke my reolu·
tion within two days of making it.
The story goes like this.
Shortly
before
the
actual

newscast, one of the anchors will do . In front of him were three small
a news update, telling What will be
television screens. In the middle
coming up on the broadcast.
one, his picture was staring back,
. This was my second day of internand it looked as though he was dubing. My first day, I don't know how,' bing his voice onto a field tape.
went off without a hitch.
Curious as I am, I stopped typing
to watch what he was dOing.
This day, however, I had a few
That was the very scond I broke
problems. It was one of those days
my resolution.
that started off bad and got proYou see, he was actually 'on live
gressively worse.
television, and I was staring square
i into the homes of everyone who hapDuring the early part of the day: I
pened to be watching the news at
that time .
had minor problems like messing up
phone messages, losing papers,
r still didn't know what was going
misfiling others and arguing with
on. I mean, he didn't turn around and
the ancient typewriters in the
scream at me, and nobody said any,newsroom,
Well, at about 3:45 pm I forgot
about all of that.

It is about this time that the newsroom becomes very frantic in preperation for the 5:30 pm and 6 pm
broadcasts. Our anchor was seated,
ready to give an update . I was busily
typing behind him.

Well, before I knew it, the newsroom was lit up, and the anchor was
speaking into the microphone
attached to his lappe1.

~*****************************************************~~
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thing to me.
Well, at four o'clock, all the
interns had a meeting with our
supervisor, and one had mentioned
that he had seen me on camera ,
Well, from then on I became
extremely nervous. Just then, a man
came into the Green Room that I had
never seen before. He said he would
Ibe taking over the meeting.

WANTED:
Writers and

~~
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Business Staff

***
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Well, in a few minutes, our super·
visor caine in, and we had our normal meeting.

I

No one said another word.
I'm telling you, that was a very
tense moment for me , but I figure, if
was that big of a deal, [ would have
been oui'of an internship real fast.
I laid low for the next couple of
days and did everything I was supposed to do. I thought I put the whole
horrendous experience behind me
until a few days ago.
That was when [called to check on
th ings down here at the newspaper. I
spoke with Chris Duggan for a few
moments, and someone had mentioned to him about my "debut" on
television.
Needless to say, it was very
embarrassing, and something I
hope not too many folks are aware
. of.
Anyway, have a good semester.
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By Leigh Rubin
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"But I figure, if I mess up,
I'll just try to get it right
next time,"

.- At about this time, my hands
started to shake. I was sure I was
going to be ousted real fast. He
looked us all over real slow. I don't
Iknow, maybe it was my imagination,
but I thought he looked at me the
longest.

*
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~******************************************************
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great state of Kansas.
In 1951, this town was the victim
of a terrible flood which demolished
it and forced all of the residents to
flee.
i Everyone of the songs is classic ,
but modern, Kansas.
, Although there is an underlying
theme , a ll of the songs can clearly
stand on their own. That is evident if
(you've heard the first single, " Stand
.Beside Me."
The album delivers over 53
minutes of soaring vocals and
powerul , majestic harmonies that
have been Kansas trademarks for
years.
Just check tracks like " House Of
Fire" and ·'Rainmaker." Another
standout is the beautifully acoustic
piece by wizard Steve Morse called
" T.O. Witches."
Ka nsas has always been a
fabulou s live band. Their high intensity show s have capt ivated audiences around th e wo rld for years.
We have bee n for t unate enough to
get t his band fresh at the beginning
of their t ou r. The very first gig will
be in Jopli n and Night Ranger will
join t hem the following night in
Rolla .
This sho uld g ive the fans
t hrough out th e state the great
c hance to see th e band as they kick
off thei r world tour.
Kansas will su r ely perform musi c
fro m .. In The Spirit Of Things"
along with some of t he ir all-time
classi cs such as " Song For
Am e ri ca, " "Point Of No Return" and
"Dust In The Wind ."
You defi!1i te ly don' t want to miss
this show. It's a r are opportunity to
se e one of Amer ica's classic rock
bands.

i

NOW . OPEN
in the
University Center Lobby

Earn College Credit
At Home spring '89
through telecourses offered by Sf. Louis Community College on KETC-TV, Channel 9
and the Higher Educat ion C,able Channel (HEC).
Most courses begin the week of February 11, 1989. Ea rn college credit for each of
the following:
810:113

BUS: 104
DP:116
ECO:140
FRE:101
HST:102
HST:125

Monday thru Friday

Modern Aspects of Biology
Intro to Business
Administration
Microcomputer Literacy
Introduction to Economics
Elementary French I
American History II
World Civilization I

H UM:114
PSC:20B
PSI:101
PSY:200
f' SY:203
SO~:101

Exploring The Arts
Introduction to Political
Inst it utions: The Congress
Physical Sc ience I
General Psychology
Child Psychology
Introdu ction to Socio logy

For enrollment information and a descriptive brochure, call the Telecou rse off ice,
Information and Telecommunications Resources, at (314) 64 4-9798.

St. Louis Community College

-

~_
~

Flori ssant Valley '

Forest Park ~ M-=--~m--=--=

Eductltion thtlt Works.

9 a.m. - 2 p.m.

SINGERS * DANCERS * VARIETY ACTS
We Will Cash
Small Personal Checks
Open call auditions for performers 16
years of age or older.

For Students, Faculty
And 'Staff

A FULL S'E RVICE BANK
MEMBER FDIC

SINGERS must bring music in their key
and may be asked to dance. (No
a cappella auditions and no toped or
recorded accompaniment. please. A
piano and accompanist will be
available.)

4

Applications wil l be available at audition
locations for Technical and Wardrobe positions

SIX FLAGS OVER MID·AMERICA AUDITIONS
All registratIons begin 30 minutes prior to scheduled caJ/

DANCERS will be given a combination
by our choreographer and should be
prepared to sing.

FRIDAY & SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 3 & 4
Six Flags Over Mid-America. Eureka . MO
10 a.m. - Call for Dancers. Strolling/Street
Entertainers, and Variety Artists
1 p.m. - Call for Singers'

CALL-BACK AUDITIONS will be on .the
Sunday following General Auditions.
Please be prepared to attend. if
selected.

SIX FLAGS'
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

-----~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------...
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Best Start For WomenCagers Since 19 74

75

Team Wins Two In Tough MIAA
by Tom Kovach
sports editor

It was early in November and the
coaches of the Missouri Intercollegiate Athletic Association and
convened in St. Louis for the Annual
Tip-Off Luncheon. No coach spoke
of su periority. Each coach readily
adm itted that it wo uld be tough to
declare the obvious con te nders
right no w.
Just ask anybody on the women's
'8asketball team.
"The conference is unpre dict 3b !e. Last year, one of the bottom
ran ked teams beat one of the top
ra nked teams ," Assistant Coach
Sharon Zeilmann said.
How unpredictabl e is this conferenc e? The women opened the MIAA
play with a game again st the Lady
BullDogs of Northeast Mi ssouri
State Liniversity. While the women
won by the score of 79-60, the Lady
BullDogs played good basket ball
early, fooling some critics of their
1-11 record.
The women came out sl uggi s h in
the first half , leading 33-31 at the
half. Larson says that trying to get
into the tempo of the ga me has been
a problem .
"There could be lots of reasons .
We go out and play close in the firs t
half. But it takes a while for t hem 't o
get into the flow," Larson sa id .
" We are searching for an answer ,"
Assistant Coach Sharon Zeilmann
added .
Northeast's Felicia Sutton. th is
we ek's MIAA Player of t he Week,
made her presenc e felt unde rneat h
the basket, pi cking key offens ive
rebounds earl y .
The
Riverwo men ,
thou gh,
wouldn't surrender. The insi de pl ay
of Nancy Hopp er and the sh ar ps hootin g of Kris Wilmes her combined to score twe nty of the 33
poi nts in the first half.
But as th e coaches of the Riverwom en have noticed, a sl ow beg inning as turned out to be a quick
ending.
Th e women came out firi ng in th e

second half , going on a 13-1 run in
the first six minutes. The closest
North east got was ten points.
Northeast, though down by 12,
began to make a run. They cut the
lead to 54-42 , but the Riverwomen
denied the hopes of Lady BullDogs
to win the first conference game.
The end re sult of a tight defense was
the ir biggest lead of they game74-52.

While the team can look back on
every victory, Zeilmann says that
eve ry win is a step towards somethi ng better.
"Every game is a stepping stone.
We have a definite goal of going into
every gam e in hopes of going to the
national tournament," Zeilmann
sa id.
Larson said , "We got to be
pleased. We st ill can 't be content.
We alw ays have to strive to
Improve.
In the first conference game at
home, the Riverwomen played Lincoln University, a team who had
eight games in a row before Central
Missouri handed them the first conference loss .
The Riverwomen traded bask et s
in the fir st few minutes of the game,
before going on a 8-0 run.
Before, the women had a tough
t ime getting into the flow of the
game. This time , the women let
nothing get in their way. They
rebound ed, excuted passes and
were successful at bre aking the
pres s .
But just as the women see m ed to
solve the problems of the first half
slump , Lincoln quietly crept back.
Right after Wilmes her hit a three point shot to give the women a 30- .
18 lead , Lincoln cut the lead te
33 -27. Th e Riverwomen did score.
the last four points of the game to go
into the locker room with a ten
point lead.
In the se cond half , Linc ol n cut the
lead to 38-34, but the wom en, again ,
wouldn·t allow the Tigerettes the
lead. They scored the next 11 points
with e ight minutes remaining.
Ev ery time the Riverw omen

would seem to run away with the
game, Lincoln came back . At one
point, they were up by 17 points, but
the Tigerettes tried to keep the
game close towards the end.
With the women up 71-62,
LaTonya Roby hit a three-pointer,
along with two other points , cut the
lead to four_
On the next possession, Tammy
Putnam was fouled connected on
both of her free-throws to give the
women a 73-67 lead . .
Michelle Williams, who finished
the game with 14 paints , came down
the floor and took a shot that went in
while being fouled by Monica
Steinhoff. She made her free-throw
to cut the lead to three: Putnam
made a basket to give the women a
75-70 lead and the victory. Afterwards Larson was critical the way
the bench played.
"We didn 't get very good play out
of some people off the bench. We let
Michelle (Williams) get the ball into
her hands," Larson said,
. While conference may have just
begun, Larson s~essed that the
team must concentrate on other
things besides offense.
" I have no concern about our
offense. Our defense will be the
key," Larson added.
In a non-conference game, the
women played Eureka College.
Wilmesher scored the first six
points and ended the game scoring
19 points. The closet the Eureka got
to the women was one point midway
through the first half. After that , the
women increased their lead and 'won
by the score of 79-59.
" It was an expected win, " Larson
said. "To reach 12 wins was
unexpected . "

I
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Steinhoff continues to have a
strong showing from the threepoint range . Sh e hit four three pointers and finished the game with
14' points. Kim Cooper had ten
rebounds.
" We are optimistic. But they know
they have they work cut out for
them," Larson said.
Scott
LOOKING UP: Nancy Hopper uses her height over the Lincoln defense to score two points_ Hopper leads
the MIAA in free-throw percentage while Lisa Houska is number one in assists,

Riverwomen Approach Each Game
As A Experience For The Next
by Tom Kovach

sports editor
No matter how big a defeat is or
how small the margin victory was,
head coach Mike Larson calls each
game for the women's basketball
team a learning experience.
"We are· pleased but not content.
We just try to keep it all in perspective," Head Coach Mike Larson
said.
, "Our motto is one game at a time
and knock them down one at a time,"
Tammy Putnam added.
After
their
victory
over
Washington University, the women
had spread of 15 days without competition. In order to keep the girls in
shape, Larson held two-a-days
workouts. And just to prove that
these workouts are important,
Southeast Missouri's men 's basketball coach Ron Schumate, whose
team was favored to win the MIAA ,
didn't have any workouts. In their
first game of 1989, the lost to
Quincy College.
In the first game of the trip , the
women took a 42-27 halftime lead
against the University of Tampa.
Tampa rallied in the second half to
score 35 paints, but the women held
on for a 71-62 win. Kris Wilmesher
led a balanced scoring attack with 12
points , Kim Cooper and Nancy Hop-

&>

. per scored 11 , while Lisa Houska
had 10.
Freshman Kim Cooper continued
to play outstanding as a freshman.
.She celebrated her 19th birthday
with a career high 26 points in a 7466 victory over Purdue-Calumut.
Wilmesher had 15 and Monica
Steinhoff added 14.
In the final game'of the trip, Monica Steinhoff took advantage of St.
Leo' s zone and scored 17 points off
the bench to lead the women to a 8973 victory .
On December 17 , cross-town rival
Washington University entered the
contest with a 5-1 record. Both
teams played poorly from the opening tip-off, committing five turnovers in the first three minutes of
play. In addition to that, the 30second
shot
clock
was
malfunctioning.
But both teams settled down,
making this the closest game of
the year.
After the women held leads of five
and seven points early in the first
half, Washington University began
to fight back, tying the game and
even leading by one point several
times,
But the Riverwomen wouldn't
surrender. Lisa Houska and Nancy
Hopper hit crucial free throWs down
the stretch. With 2:45 left in the

game, Kris Wilmesher scored the
next three points. Washington
University , however, countered
with their own scoring punch, led by
Amy Weigner .
But Tammy Putnam hit the
biggest shot of the evening. With the
score 65-65 and 18 seconds remaining, Putnam was fouled by Angie
Logan.
"Kim Cooper came up to me and
said 'Do it just like in practice'" Putnam recalled. She connected on the
one-an-one free throw to give the
women a 67 -65 victory.
Both teams didn't want to win for
a while ," Larson said. "They did a
good job of taking us out of our
offense."
But Larson quickly pointed out:
"We don 't look back. We take one
game at a time. "
The first cross-town rival that
that the women played this season
was the high scoring Lady Cougars
from Southern IIlnois University
at Edwardsville.
The women held the Lady
Cougars to only 25 points in the first
half. Part of the reason was that the
women picked up 30 rebounds and
only committed seven turnovers.
The women continued their success into the second quarter:

See WOMEN, page 7

Outside Weather Helps Swimmers
In Practice, Not Competition
by L.T. Summers
reporter

PERFECT FORM: Freshman Tammy Putnam leaps over two Lincoln players for two of her nine
,women won 79-59 to improve their conference record to 2-0.
.

Mal e Qu een Stripped Of Title
CPS--Michaei Grubbs , a junior at
Rice University, th ought it would be
a joke if he would enter the homecomLg 1ueen contest November 9
last year.
But thE joke turned out to be on
him.
,\ ~ter Grubbs won the contest,
Cotton Bowl officials announced

that he couldn't represent Rice at
the annual Cotton Bowl parade on
January 1. Three days after his
nomination , Rice officials refused
to recognize Grubbs as the queen at
the homecoming game.
" We were really psyched,"
Grubbs admits. "We were ready to
have a great time ."

Rice officials added that he will
escort runner-up Nancy Jones at the
parade, "He will be our queen, but
she will be wearing the dress," crakced Andy Karsner, president of the
'Rlce Student Association.

See QUEEN, page 7

December days in Florida are the
ones that Coach Mary Liston will
never forget.
"Mother Nature helped to make
our training in FJ"orida the best two
weeks of the season, " Liston said,
"When you train five hours a day ,
having 80 degree days really makes
'it easier."
That may hold true in practice,
but when it came time to compete,
Clarion University of Pennsylvania
made it a little harder. The end
result was a 122-61 loss on New
Year's Day .
Liston, ' however, saw ' a strong
showing from her team. But she
says that her squad must focus on
the last stage of the season,
"We have been back less than a
w ~ek and now have· to concentrate

on staying healthy for about the next
final phase of the season with the
six weeks " Liston said .
Washington UniverSity Invitational
But the swimming team couldn't
on January 27 -28.
live up to her expectations in the
"Swimming is a sport where you
next meet against Eastern Illinois
have to work hard and then rest to
University. The men lost 57 -54,
see the results. The meet at Wash U.
Stuart Vogt, who has been a
gives the squad a chance to see if
mainstay of the team this year , garthey need more work or can connered a double win in the 200 Free
tinue to rest," Liston added.
and the 200 Back. Sophomore 'Steve
In addition, Woods , Visnaw and
Applebaum won the 200 Fly , while
the men's 100 Free Relay team all
junior transfer Brett Woods won the
have an opportunity to qualify for
100 Free.
Nationals. "It is getting down to the
The diving team, under the wings
wire, but the speed ' is there . The
of Kevi Harwood-Medart, continued
mental approach needs to be correcto have strong performances, . ted. At some point, each athlete has
especially from Bob Visnaw. The
to lay it all on the line , " Liston
said.
senior won the one meter event,
while freshman Lenny Miller captured first inthree meter diving.
The team travels to Elsah Illinois
For the women, sophomore ' to take on Principia College on Febtransfer Lisa Jenkins won the 200
ruary l. They return to swim the last
Back and the 200 Free.
home meet of the season against
The team now approaches the
Bradley the ne,xt day_
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Men Open Conference Play; Edge NEMO, Defeat Lin coln
by Terence Small
associate sports 'editor
The Rivermen opened up conference play Jan,ll after posting an
, impressive 8-3 record against some
very formidable oppenents
, Their conference opener against
Northeast Missouri State University proved how tough the MIAA will
be this year as the Rivermen went to
Kirksville and narrowly escaped
with a 76-73 victory .
The Rivermen were never able to
pull away from the bigger Bulldogs
because of their agressive play
In the second half the Rivermen
attempted to pull ' away, but the
Bulldogs kept fighting back.
The Rivermen went ahead by nine
points with 5 minutes left but
Northeast stayed poised behind the
6-8 Glenn Jacobs .
A slam by Justin Matthews and
inside play by Jacobs along with a
couple of bad passes by the Rivermen let the Bulldogs into .the game
and initially forced an overtime.
In overtime the Rivermenjumped
out quickly on a jumper by Von

Sc,!les and two free throws by Jeff
Wilson. Chris Pilz added two more
free throws and the River'rnen were
·ahead 75·69 with 2:15 remaining in
the game.
.
The lead was cut to two by
Matthews but a free throw by Pilz
put the game away for the
Rivermen
Kevin Morganfield led the Rivermen with 15 pOints and Tom Smith '
pulled down 9 rebounds
Next up for the Rivermen was
Lincoln University.
Lincoln has always proven to give
the Rivermen a tough game and this
game was no exception.
All five of Lincoln's starters
s~ored in double figures forcing the,
Rlvermen to go deep in their bench
to hold off the Blue Tigers 92-90
before 1750 fans at the Mark Twain'
Auditorium.
Both teams started off the first
half hot as the Rivermen shot 65 per~
cent and Lincoln shot 54 percent.
Things didn't cool down much in
the second half either as both tea;Us
played on even keeL
Clearly the difference in the game

for the Rivermen was their bench as
everyone who played scored.
Coach Meckfessel was pleased
with the output on offense but not
with the defense.
"OffenSively, we played very
weIl, "Meckfessel said "I we would
have played better defensively, the

by Terence Small
associate sports editor
While most of UM SL Louis was on
Christmas break, there were no
plans for rest and relaxation for
the Rivermen ,
The men's basketball team faced
stiff competition from some very
formidable opponents as they
geared up for conference play in the
new year,
First up for the Rivermen were
the
Bears
of
Washington
University,
Wash. U, which is always a good
Division III school, proved to be a
very tough ' opponent for the
Rivermen.
Behind good outside shooting and
physical play underneath by Senior
forward Greg Bott and Freshmen
center Jim White, the Bears stayed
close to the Rivermen for most of
the game
However the outside shooting of
Kevin Morganfield and some clutch
performances from the bench proved to be the deciding factors of the
game as the Rivermen won, 73-64.

PATTERSON REAlTY m
Fl olissarLL Mlssau(l 63031
131<4\ 838-B661

CENTURY 21 PATIERSON
Roger N, Jespersen, Mary Slogan Baugh & Kim Rankin
The Campus Ministry Staff of
The Wesley Foundation of UM-St. Louis
Invites you to a gathering of stUdents and friends
of our sponsoring denominations:
Presbyterian Church (USA),
The United Church of Christ,
Christian Church (Disciples) of Christ,
United Methodist Church
Monday, Jan. 23, 1989, Noon-1 :30 p.m.
J.C. Penny 126
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If you're in college, or about to be, and you're .
wondering where the money's going to come from, look
into the Army Reserve's Alternate 'liaining Program. It
works trus way: One summer, you take Basic 1rai.ning
. and the next summer, your specific skill training at an
Army school.
You'll eam at least $1,200 for basic and even more
for your skill training. You can train at an Army Reserve
unit n~ your college, usually serving one weekend a
month plus two weeks Annual1raining. You'll earn over
$80 per weekend to start.
On top of that, if you qualify, there's rhe
Montgomery GI Bill that gives you up to $2,040 for
college.
If you want a little help keeping things together,
stop by or call

;'It would have been cute to see
Mike go," Jones said, "I think he
really deserves to go,"
r-~~
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WOMEN

'women held off the furious raliy to
win another game at home. All fi ve
starters scored in double figures.
The women also continued to have
a strong s howing from the freethrow line, After going through an
early slump, they shot 85 percent
from the line.
The wom en scored their biggest
victory of the year with a 105-57 win
over the McKendree Lady Bear cats,
Though the women won by 48 points,
Ithe first half of the game wa s

IF IT'S COLD AND WET OUTSiDE, ....
IT WILL BE WARM AND

~.---.-.J.
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SOUTH PADRE ISLAND,TX ·"
SheralOP Hol, day Inn Gul V ,ew
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STEAMBOAT, CO
Sn ado w Rul' O \'er loo;.
DAYTONA BEACH,
Texan MOlel

.$149-

" - $93'
, $118*

FL

MUSTANG ISLAND , TX
POri Roy a: Cona os
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HILTON HEAD ISLAND , SC
Hd t on Head Beacr, C ":"ldos
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EDGE
CAFE
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WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 25,11 :00 AM - 7:00 PM

Begin Graduate School
In September '89
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BONANZA

• Moster of Arts
• Doctor of Psychology
• Innovative
• Applied
• Clinical
• Small Classes
• Hospital Affiliations
• North Central Accredited
• Clinical Training Facilities On Premises
'
• Aftemoon & Evening Classes
• Full & Porttime Programs
• Handicopped Acces!;ibility
• Equal Opportunity Educational Facility
• Minority Scholorsh1ps Availoble

Forest Institute of Professional Psychology

Steak.Chicken.Seafood.Salad

_1322 South Campbell • Springfield , Mo . 65807·1M,5
417 1831·7902

GOOD ONLY AT
NORMANDY MO.
8211 So. Florissant Rd.
Across From UM-St.Louis
(314) 521-8877

-----

Special
For UM-St .. Louis.
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.. -------------....
••........ _--,...
i . ~i
LunCh~~~ i n ~o~ Chopped Steak
I O~ 9~
Fre,shtastlks t2,. ~c;~i~o"
Dinner
'i ~~.
Food Bar ~~~\~c With Free Freshtastiks Food Bar
And Soft Serve Dessert
and Soft Serve Dessert
*

:

.

.

o«-er ineludes all you can eat from our fabulous Fresh-ta-stika, F.OOd. Bar. Not valid
with any other coupon or discount Coupon good only at partlclpatmg Normandy

I
I

-~.------

B01..; ' .::A Family Reslaurant..

BONANZA' .

\,0('\

Offer includes entree, potato, pipi ng hOl breads., and all you can eat from our
discount
Coupon good only.1 partiCipating Normandy BONANZA Family Restaurants.

~tabulous Freshtastiks Food Bar. Not valid with any other coupon or

BONANZA.
I
.. ---_ ... ------_ ... ------_._---_._---------------._-_ ....... -------------------11.am.-4p.m, Monday-Saturday.
Offer expires January 26, 1989.
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Good all day, 7 days a week.
Offer expire. January 26,1989.
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more experienced , I hammed it up
more," Thompson said,
But after one year as queen,
Thomp son must give up her crown
to someone else. Thompson said
that she will miss being queen, but
,s he will treasure all the good
times.
" It was a fabulous year. It's sad in
a way , but I knew I'd have to give it
up ," Thompson said.

from page 6

'jHOUSka scored the first six points of
the second half and the women
seemed as if they were going to contain the Lady Cougars , who were
averaging 80 points a game. Their
biggest lead , 73-53, came with 5:23
remaining.
However , the Lady Cougars
wouldn't give up. They ran off a 16·8
spurt in five minutes. With the score
81-69 , the Lady Cougars continued
to fight back. Melissa Scaffer and
Lori Sebastien led another run to
Iclose the gap to five points, But the

SPRING BREAK ~ 99

ARMY RESERVE
-

Meanwhile another homecommg
During her reign as queen ,
queen victory surprised some
Thompson spoke to many senior
students at Cerritos College in . citizens groups, while television
Calfornia. Dorothy Thompson, a 68shows and magazines demanded
year old grandmother who is studyinterviews with her.
ing . journalism and tbeater,
She also give advice to younger
defeated
six
much
younger
people in their public speaking
stUdents,
skills - don't be hesitant. .
"I thought 't his is fun , I want to do
this'" Thompson states. "I love
" I think younger people hold back
young people and I love to be with
when they are speaking, They are
them. Everyone got such a kick out
too worried about embarrassing
of it, a~d I did too."
themselves, Since I'm old er and

Reservations Available Now

8E AU YOU CAN BE.
- _ .-

The close game with the Wildcats
proved that the Rivermen have the
potential to compete with any
team,
"This game should give us confidence, " Meckfessel said , "It
showed that we can play well against
the tougher teams."
The Rivermen were able to enjoy
Christmas a little before they were
off to Winter Park, Florida for the
14th Tangerine Tournament at
Rollins College on Jan,6,

i

~

SERGEANT RUSSELL
4301 GOODFELLOW
263-3963

~-

61.

First up for the Rivermen was an
impressive Merrimack College who
came into the matchup with a 6-1
record that included an 81·78 vic·
tory over Lowell University, the
defending Division II National
Champions ,
The Rivermen started of[ the first
half cold from the field, shooting 32
percent, and getting outrebounded
21-18. ,The Rivermen still maintained a 29-28 lead at halftime,
In the second half things warmed
up for the Rivermen as · they
managed to put the ball into the bas ket with 54 percent shooting from
the field and more solid rebounding,
The Rivermen outlasted Merrimack
78-68 to gain a berth in the final
game against Wofford College,
Pilz led the Rivermen with 21
points. Morganfield and Jeff Wilson
both added 12 points,
In the finale, the Rivermen used a
balanced attack and good free throw
shooting to dispense of Wofford,
"We didn't play well in the first
half of the first game, " Meckfessel
said, "That was due to having a
layoff over the vacation. "

from page 6

Grubbs entered the contest, edging Jones, 266-237, Rice students ,
who have been known for their
antics in the past, have elected a dog
and even a refrigator.
"I was kinda of hacked I didn 't get
presented at the homecoming game,
but I am not mad at the athletic
department ," Grubbs said.

t - - . - - - - - .- ---.-... _--}

WE DIVIDE OUR
PROGRAM SO YOU CAM
KEEP YOURS TOGETHER.

"My shooting is getting much better," Morganfield said. "I think .
that's going to help us when we get to
conference."
Next up for the Rivermen were
the Wildcats of Kansas State
University.
The Rivermen turned what was
supposed to be a lesson in basketball from a Division I team into a
very close contest that they could
have won.
Sophomnore Chirs Pilz had 15
points and Tom Smith had nine
rebounds and the Rivermen didn't
surrender until the final minutes 67·

QUEEN

~

. ..

~

Morganfield , who hit a game winning three pointer with seven

s'econds remaining, has come into
his own this season with his
shooting.
"Coach Meckfessel told me to use
shot selection ," Morganfield said. "I
was forcing my shots before now
I'm taking the open shots"
'

Scott Brandt

f

Come and go as you need, refreshments provided
For more information
Call 385-3000

be no easy night in the MIAA, home
or away."
Kevin Morganfield led the Rivermen with 20 points and Jeff Wilson
added 17.

Rivermen Get First In Tourney

464 SI. Ferdinand

Have you ever considered an exciting and rewarding career in Real Estate? If so, please plan to attend
our CAREER NIGHT on January 26th at Quality
Inn.
Call:
Ginny Patterson at 838-8661
for
information.

game might not have been as
. close."
Meckfessel feels however, that
every game in the MIAA will be
close.
"Every conference ga'me that we
are going to play will be a tough contest," Meckfessel said . "There will

ancther story ,
Early , McKen dree used a ' successful fast-break to keep the game
close. Both teams exchanged leads
in th e fi rst ten minutes. But the
Riverwomen showed a tight defense
and ag ain Houksa stepped forward
to lead an offensive attack that
McKendree couldn't stop.
The Ri verwomen, leading 39-33 at
halft ime , began where they left off,
And t he Lady Bearcats continued
the ir s lide. The women took advanta ge of McKendree'S errant passes,
missed lay·ups and scored 66 points
in the second half. McKendree could
only man age 24 .
Putnam led the team with 24
poin ts , but above all, the win was a
con fin dence booster. Hopper had
19 ,
Monica
Ste inhoff,
14,
Wilme s her , 12 , while Kim Cooper
an d Christie Silver ended with 11
points .
" It gave people a lot of confi de nce . But we take it one game at a
time. " Wilmes her said.
After winning their first two
games of the year in reasonable
fas hion, Southern Indiana came in
December 1 and presented the
wom en with a formidable challenge.
Foul trouble plagued Larson 's team
as Putnam and Hopper fouled out.
Stepping into the place was the play
of Silver, Claudine Mitchell , and
Monica Steinhoff.
"It was an effort between those
three and they did a good job, " Larson said.
Wilmehs er had 26 points, while
Coo per chipped in 19. Though
Houska ended the game with eight
points , she and Cooper each had
Ifive steals.

YOU QUALIFY Fun
INSTANT CREDITI
Star t rndking c r edi t purch ases HfrlEDIATELY!
\~e
will sen d you a Memb ers
Cred it Card at once with
no CREDIT CHECK ~y .'l11\
Jewelr y, ~lo thin g ,Sport
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i n stal l ment payments out'
of our " Giant 100+ ' Pages
Cat alog. " Take 12 months
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King To Get His Day ·
The University of Missouri tries to maintain an image of being an
advocate of minority rights and often goes out of its way to promote
speci al minority pr,ograms. Anyone who has a friend in another
college or university in Missourri knows that UM was the only school
th a t did not observe the national holiday of Martin Luther King's
birthday. However, the situation will be remedied next year when
classes will be canceled, said Assistant to the Chancellor for
Minority Affairs Norman Seay.
It seems slightly hy pocritical to project an image of a great protector of minority rights and then deny the students, faculty and
staff a holiday celebrating the birth of the Civil Rights Movement
and its greatest leader. The whole situation seems to contradict the
rhetoric of university officials in speeches and policy statements.
The Office of University Relations in Columbia explained that
four personal holidays ar~ given to faculty and staff to take when
they choose for things like M.L. King Day, Yom Kippur and Easter.
That's fine for the faculty and staff, but what about situations such as
this year when the holiday fell on the first day of classes? Some professors could choose to use one of their personal days and then the
stUdents miss a day of class anyway .
Why is the University the only stat e organization not closed on a
national holiday? The univerSity closes for Labor Day, which surely
can' t be considered more important than a celebration of civil rights
advances and awareness of shortcommings that still remain. Civil
rights issues are some of the things that inspired the founders of the
United States to write the Declaration of Independence and are the
basis for the Bill of Rights of the U.S. Constitution.
It's not a burning topic of debate or a major issue on the four campuses , but it is something to think about.
If administrators ar e worried about missing a day of class, the
semester can always start a few days early - or later. More than a
few union men would scream if Labor Day wasn't observed. It's just
one ofthose things that make one wonder how serious the university
is about some of its policies. It's almost as if adding the holiday was a
n afterthought. St. Louis area public schools and some colleges have
observed ~ilartin Luther King Day for several years whIle UM
remained the last one to change.
.
The university should recognize the gaps between appearance
and reality in certain policies and whole- heartedly pursue the Ideals
they uphold for all to see.

MARTIN WHO?
)

Tempus Fugit
Seems like just t he othe r day that we were all scrambling to finish
final exams and pa pers , burning the midnight oil to meet that big
deadline - the end of the se mester. And here we are again, already .
at the beginning cif a new one. The continuum of college life seems
hardly broken.
The lines a t the bookstore and a t the registrar's office that we face
this we ek s eem not so remote from the lines of a few months ago. The
cour se -work an d the daily dr ud gery of getting out of bed early in the
morning do not even seem to hav e halted a month for that brief, ohso-brief, w in te r va catio n.
Time marc hes on (or hurls its e lf with dizzying speed).
But if the s emester break was too short, to o fleeting, can the
seme ster ahead r eally be as long as it seems? May be. But then again,
mightn't the s e me st er, too, fl y quickl y in to mid-term , and mid-term
int o spring break, and sprin g break into finals we ek?
Why be fore we know it , we'll b e kn ee-deep in papers and projects
a nd de adlines aga in . Te sts wi ll come and go These all somehow
qui cken t ime . Re l entles s time .
Physici sts kn ow th at tim e is elastic. Philosophers know that in it
lies wis dom. Historians know its immensity , its breadth and its
depth. Businessm en know that time is mon ey. Students know that
time ho lds the process of achievement, of an end in sight, an educat ion and a degree . .
We gr apple with t im e across this campus, hustling to class, making our sc hed ul es, checking our watches (the clocks on this campus,
of co urs e , are use les s).
We grapple with time acr os s the universe, projecting our
t houghts, as s tu dent::. inevitab ly do , into some future time, a time
whe n " t hi ngs will be better. "
Th e Rom an s perhaps knew time best of all : Tempus fugit.
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"See through you like cellophane.
You watch the world complain
But you DO IT anyway ... "
-from The Ramones' song
"Bonzo Goes To Bitburg"

LETTERS POLICY
The Current welcomes letters to
the edit or. The writer;s student
nu mber and ph.one number must
accompany all letters . Nonstudents rtiust also include their
phone Dum'bers: Letters sh.ould be
.no longer than two .typed, doublespaced "pai(es . No uns:i~ned letters

pled clothing. My shirt needs ironing. My socks are filled with holes.
My car doesn't always start.
I whine. I complain. I am bitter. I
,have been passed by.

timental, but tough. We're the last to
get out of the rai·n.
. We know a hero when we see one,
but we know how quickly he can turn
to dust.

If I leave you' with a crooiq~d
smile, my day's work is well-done.
Call me Newspaper Columnist.
Champion of the working class. The
guy you wantto share a drink with.
(He comes and goes to meet his
deadlines. He shuffles his feet when
he walks and he wears · an old
raincoat.)

Once a year, we'll open or r heart
to you, then we'll slam it sllUt and
tight. We're not the story. There's
news out there, goddamrn it, and
we're just the one to track it down.
Call me Newspaper Coillmnist.
.Bloodhound. Detective. An a ~ciden
tal tourist; The chronicler )f your
streets.

. Call me Newspaper Columnist.
,M-enken. Royko. McClellan - we
iwalk the same beat. We know the
same city.
We're good for a laugh. W .'re
, sen-

Some like me folksy. Sone like
. me wise. Most can take me 0 r leave
me.I'm thrown out with the trash.
Call me Newspaper Col! mnist.
Poet. Writer.

Here Today, Gone Tommorow, Then What?

Cathy .Dey
John KHgore

Bush administration, but then I
realized the guy isn't even sworn
in yet.
So, the "issues of the day" will just
have to wait. In the meantime,
perhaps I should introduce myself:
Call me Newspaper Columnist.
"When it is a damp, drizzly November in your soul," you can come to
me. You'll find me on your Editorial
page, in your Features section. I will
fill your tabloids.
You will recognize me by my
photograph. Blinded by the flash, I
peer out, somberly or with a stupid
grin (and hopefully both) , trying to
discern the shape of my reader.
I will address your concerns. I
will right your wrongs. I will be your
champion, your jester, your voice.
I am Everyman. Dressed in rum-

will be 'put:J:lished, bllt the author's
name can be witnhelo upon
'.
request.
.
The Current reserVeS the right to'
edit all letters fOi'space and
newspaper style consiMrati-ons.
TheCtirrent reserves the right to
refuse pu blica!ion of any letter .

So long Ron , and thanks for all the
ffshy stuff that will make yours an
eight-year administration that even
the most stalwart conservative can
cringe about. There are so many
vivid memories to savor I 'hardly
know where to start.
Maybe I'm just feeling nostalgic
about this ever since I heard that
Edwin Meese could not be reach'ed
for comment after that internal
affairs report came out. It said that
Meese used his special knowledge

about certain defense contracts and
AT&T stock to make some retirement $ for him and his buddies at
Wedtech. Not that this real news,
but I miss him already .
And then there's the White House
basement fun fraternity , headed by
.thestrangely and suddenly obscure ·
Admiral Poindexter and his
handsome hound dog of a hunk
Oliver North.
What're they going to do after low
budget producers finish that madefor-TV movie about them and Fawn
Hall and that shredding machine?
Hollywood Squares?
Here's a real chance at some better TV programming this season. It
was bad enough that the writers'
strike forced a major network to reuse already-moronic episodes of
"Star
Trek,"
the
next
degeneration.
Speaking of better programming,
I hear that two, yes TWO radio
stations in California are vying for
the Gipper's golden tonsils. One
offers five figures and the other,
$100,000, or equal to what he will
make when he's out at his' Bel Air

retirement complex being a
former president.
. I wonder what one of his shows
would be like. If he takes the job, I
mean.
One station wants him to do a talk
show, where folks could call him up
and chat about the latest baseball
scores and the state of the s~ate.
Reagan: "Yes, you're on the air."
Caller: "Yeah, uh, I'm wondering
if you could settle thIs argument between me and my boyfriend. Could
you tell 'us which leading lady
played opposite Cary Grant in the
movie 'To Catch a Thief'?"
Reagan: "Well, heh, I think it was
Jean Kirkpatr .. : no, no, it was, uh '"
do you have another question?"
Caller: "Yes. Is it better to split
. wood with an axe or a wedge 'lnd a
two-pound sledge hammer?"
Reagan: "Well, if you're splitting
redwood ... "
Caller: "We don't burn redwood
because the tree is slow growing and
is an endangered species."
Reagan: "It is? Well, how about
that! Thanks for calling ... Hello,
you're on the air ... "

The other station (the on, that's
ready to pay him $lOOK c year)
wants him to do a daily sport, wrapup. Not a bad idea except that this
overlooks his obvious talel1t as a
grandfatherly,
greatcommunicator kind of guy.
I think he should do a chLdren'S
show, maybe on TV, maybe 011 radio
if it could be done right.
He'd do a voice-over for SOl1le nottoo-sophisticated cartoon o· fering
up cautionary morality ta es to
impressionable tots. .
All those years as Pre ;ident
should inspire some really int ?resting parables. They could P ovide
som.e inSight about his mor e
unusual decisions.
" ... Y'see, kids, once upon c time
there were two very strong an mals
in a forest: an eagle and a bem . One
day they found themselves each
with a book of matches, stadding
chest deep in a big pool of gaSolin e.
There was also this wild boar nilmed
E~win, but that is another ;tory

January 19, 1989
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CLASSIFIEDS
Juniors,Senio~ &Grads•••

Help Wanted
AIRLINES NOW HIRING.
Flight Attendents, Travel
Agents, MephaAoics, Customer Service. Listings.
Salaries to $105K Entry
level positions. Call (1)
805-687-6000 Ext A2166.

GIVEYO
SOME( I IEDIT!

GOVERNMENT
JOBS
$16,040 - $59,230/yr.
Now Hiring. Call (1) 805687-6000 Ex1. R-2166 for
current federal list.
National marketing firm
seeks ambitious, mature
student to manage oncampus promotions for
top national companies
this school year. f'lexible
hours with earnings potential to $2,500. Call Lisanne
or Rebecca at 1-800592-2121.

APPLY NOW FORYOUR VERYeOWN •••

BAE Computer needs responsible student to represent
our
computer.lncentive bonus
plan. Interested persons
please send resume to
3563 Ryder Street Santa
Clara, Ca 95051.
After Christmas help. Part
time work/full time pay in
our customer service
department. Five to seventeen dollars per hour, days
or evenings, call 8224509 today.

• Bring a photocopy of
. your School 1.0.
• No cosigner required
APPLY NOW ON CAMPUS!

$10 - $660 WEEKLY/UP
MAILING
CIRCULARS!
RUSH
SEL~
ADPRESSED STAMPED
ENVELOPE:
OPPORTUNITY: 9016 WILSHIRE
BLVD., BOX 226, DEP-EP,
BEVERLY
HILLS, CA
90211.
Board
Coor'Bulletin
dinator needed in Student
Activities. Work up to 15
hours per week at $4.00
per hour to start. Must like
outdoors! Come to 250
University
Center
to
apply.

Date: 1/23 TI LL 1/25/89

Time:
Place:

9 AM - 5 PM

Intramural
officials
needed for basketbal l,
valleyball, and soccer. Experience not required.
Self-confidence and a will
to learn attitude rec,-,mmended. Pay is $5.00 :Jer
gamee Apply at Intramural
Office 2,03 Mark Twain
10am-4pm
Monday
Friday,' 553 -512 5.

U NIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

CITIBAN(O'
I

~

Citicorp '')66

PART-TIME
BOOKKEEPER NEEDED
FOR 20-25 HOURS PER
WEEK
A/P,
A/R,
PAYROLL TAXES, BANK
RECONCILLIATION AND
MONTH END JOURNAL
ENTRIES.
PC
EXPERIENCE AND SOME
ACCOUNTING
REQUIRED. CALL MR.
POTTS
AT 361-0625
MONDAY- FRIDAY.

Buddies Inc. Typing Service,' (314) 389-7121.
Resumes, term papers,
proposals, cassette tape
transcription,
charts,
schedules, mailing labels,
legal document~, duplicating. Pick up and Delivery
service.
ADOPTION - LOVING
COUPLE
PROMISE
WARM CARING HAPPY
HOME AND SECURE
FUTURE FOR WHITE
NEWBORN. CONFIDENAND
LEGAL.
TIAL
PLEASE CALL SHARON
AND LES COLLECT 718575-5498.

Many St. Louis employers
are currently seeking
qualified student candidates
for
available
pOSitions. If you are interested in part-time temporary
or
full-time
employment,contact The
Student Work Assignment
Program in 346 Woods
Hall or call 553-531 7.

The Missouri State Council of the Knights of Col ombus will begin recruiting
for college council at
UMSL during January
1989. First meeting is at
Mt. Providence school
8351 Florissant Rd. on
January 25, 1989, 7:30
pm. All Catholic men over
18 are invited to apply for
membership. Contact Jim
Doggendorf
District
Deputy 32 at 946-2138.

The United Parcel Service
will be interviewing for
various pOSitions in 346
Woods Hall. The pay rate
for most positions will be
$8.00 per hour. Interested
students may sign up for
an interview in 346 Woods
Hall or call 553-5317 .

CREATION - EVOLUTION
COMPUTER
Bulletin
Board.
Online
discussions: evolution, creation,
science,
the
philosophy of science.
Educational,
scientific,
and text files available for
downloading. 24 hours, 3/
12/24 baud, 821-1078.

Miscellaneous
PROFESSIONAL
TYPING/WORD
PROReasonable.
CESSI NG.
Fast. Any type of work'
accepted. Pick-up and
delivery
available.
Academic manuscripts my
specialty. Will do resumes
and cover letters. Karen
867-6841.

Man in prison, singlewhite
male 35 years old. Getting
my life together going to
UMSL here at this prison.
I'm 5' 10 1/2 " tall and I
weigh 176 pounds. I've
never been married. I
enjoying running, walking,
having fun . Will write to all
who writes me. I don't have
a family. ' Philip Caudle
151707, M_E.C.C. Hu. 4-832, 18701 Old Hwy 66,
Pacific, MO 63069.

CRUISE SHIPS. Now Hiring Men and Women. Summer
&
Career
Opportunities (Will Train).
Excellent Pay Plus World
Travel. Hawaii, Bahamas
Caribbean, Etc. CALL
NOW! (206) 736-7000
Ext. 450C.
FEDERAL, STATE, Overseas Jobs. $9,811
$86,682/yr. Now Hiring!
Hotlines. Federal List (1)
805-687-6000 Ext. R2000.

UM-ST. LOUIS WOMEN 'S
TENNISTEAM invites interested full-time female
students to attend an
organizational
meeting
Wednesday, February 1 at
3:30pm in 203 Mark Twain
Building_ For further information, contact Coach
Pam Steinmetz 203MT
553-5123.
'The
Black
Business
Students'
Association
(BBSA) will have a meeting
on Monday, January 23 at
1.00pm in room 225 J.C.
Penney. Topic of discusSion: Business Ethics.
Guest speaker: Lesstene
Griffin, Area manager SouthwesAutomotive,
tern Bell.

For Sale
81 Escort L Auto AM/FM
stereo cassette 2 · dr.
53,XXX miles Brown $995.
868-7160.
Two sets of reserved basketball tickets for UMSL's
home games, starting with
December 10th's home
game -- will sell cheap. Call
between 9am - 1pm, Mon Fri 553-5631 ask for Nina
or leave a message.

Personal
Looking for a new enviromen!? Ready to leave the
'nes!'? Housing Referral
Service has 50 plus
individual listings plus
information on apartment
complexes. Maybe there's
one just right for you! Find
out! Come to ~50 University Center to view the
listings.
TOALL NEW MALAYSIAN
STUDENTS IN UMSL:
WELCOME AND GOOD
LUCK PRESIDENT MSA.

RESEARCH
IIORMATIN
Largest Library of information in U. S. aI/ subjects
Order Calalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

GOVERNMENT HOMES
from $1 (U repair). Delinquent
tax
property.
Repossessions. Call 805687-6000 Ext. GH-2166
for current repo list.

1,11,"i).
800-351-0222
" ;r
in C,lii. (213) 477·8226
Dr. rush $2.00 to : Research Information
11322 Idaho Ave. #206A Los Angeles, CA 90025

DO YOU:
LIKE TO WIN- ARGU MENTS?
LIKE TO TRAVE L?

10
ENJ OY PERFORM ING?
WAN T
TO
EARN
ACA DEMI C CRE DIT?

DESI RE TO BE PART OF A
WINN ING
TRADITION?

TH EN

THE UM-ST. LOUIS DEBATE/FORENSICS
TEAM IS FOR YOU

ORGAN IZATIONAL MEETING & TRYOUTS
216 LUCAS HALL
1 :00 PM
W EDNESDAY JANUARY 25, 1989

WINTER SCHEDULE
FEB 9-12
OZARK SWING TOURNAME NT
PITTSBURG STATE (KS) and
MISSOURI SOUTHERN STATE COLLEGE
FEB 24-25
MISSOURI STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
SOUTHWEST MISSOURI STATE UNIVERSITY
MARCH 2-4
GATOR INVITATIONAL
UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA
MARCH 22-25

The UM-St. Louis Forensics Squad is open to any student at UM-St. Louis, Under the Direction of Dr. C.
Thomas Preston, Jr. of the Communication Department since 1984, UM-St. Louis has won over 250
awards. During this period, 51 different students have
placed in their events. The majority of these were
"walkon" students like you, should you accept our
invitation.
If you have questions about tryouts, please contac-t
Dr. Preston at 553-5498. or Assistant Coach Scott
Jensen at 553-5485.
"UM-St LOUIS FORENSICS - HOST TO THE NATION
(Pi Kappa Delta Nationals) and THE WORLD (SOVIET
AND BRITISH DEBATES)"
.

PI KAPPA DELTA NATIONALS
UM-ST. LOUIS
APRIL 12

OXFORD UNIVERSITY (ENGLAND)
(Audience debate at UM-St. Louis)

!r..................................
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UNIVERSITYbF MISSOURI- ST. LOUIS

DELTA SIGMA PI

DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATION
AND UNIVERSITY PLAYERS

The Eta Nu Chapter

AUDITIONS

Invites You To Meet Us

LO RRAINE HANSBERRY'S
BIOGRAPHY

TO BE YOUNG , GIFTED AND BLACK
DIRECTE D BY RON H IMES
PRODUC ING DI RE CTO R OF
TH E BLAC K REPERTO RY COM PANY

We are a co-ed professional busi ness
fraternity offering its members an edge
in the business world while making
friends and enjoying fun times.
"We Want You To Be A Part Of Us"

MO NDAY AND TU ESDAY
JAN UARY 23 AN D 24

INFORMAL MEET THE CHAPTER
2: 00-4: 00 PM A ND 6: 00-8:00 PM
Sign up fo r aud it ion times at Benton Hall Theatre
or
th e Black C ulture Room.

•

3:00 p. m. to 6:00 p. m.

~

Pizza and Beverages On Us

FORMAL MEET THE CHAPTER

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI -ST. LOUIS
BENTON HALL THEATRE (1 05)

II

Wednesday, January 25,1989
Pantera's: 10050 West Florissant

Friday, January 27, 1989

AU D ITIONS WILL CONSIST OF 2-3 MINUTE
PREPARED MONOLOGUES
PLUS READINGS FROM THE SCRIPT.

1 :00 p.m., Room 132 SSB
ForM ore Information Contact:

Ken Kershaw: 921-2901 or Sue Schoenel:993-5881

FOR FUTHER INFORMATION
553-5733

or
553-5485
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SATURDA Y, ~ANUARY 28, 1989
7:0 0PM - 11:30PM

MARt< TWAIN BUILDING - POOL!

GET OFF YOUR BOOKBAG!

Yes, you can swim during JAWS!

~----- --- ------. ~.o
l - -~(/' '''TI '

e~ sA"'March17.1 9
Spend the Weekend,
Three days & two nights at the
Executive Ramada on Michigan Ave.
& Round Trip Transportation

On[y $109.00 per person
(Based on four per room)
or
$135.00 per person
(Based on two per room)
Groups of four persons receive
•••• $5]00 DISCOUNT per person' •••
when registering together. (Dnfy$104 each)

RESERVE YOUR SPACE NOW!
Stop by the Office of Student Activities
(Rm.250 University Center)
A $50 per person deposit is required
when registering, and the balance is due by
Friday, February 13, 1989.

The University Program Board is
LOOKING FOR YOU!
We have unlimited opportunities for you to
become involved in any of these committees:
Musical Events
Arts and Lectures
Video Presentations
Special Events
Recreation and Travel
Exh!bits and Displays
Promotion and Marketing
For information on how YQU can become involved ,
stop by the Office of Student Activities
(RM 250 University Center).

~~

25, 1~9
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Sponsored by the UnlversHy Program Board

University

Program
Board
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